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Abstract--Thls work describes the development of a
student model that Is used In a Japanese language
Intelligent tutoring system to assess a pupil's
proficiency at reading one of the distinct
orthographies of Japanese, known as k a t a k a n a ,
While the effort required to memorize the relatively
few k a t a k a n a symbols and their associated
pronunciations Is not prohibitive, a major difficulty
In reading katakan a Is associated with the phonetic
modifications which occur when English words
which are transliterated Into katakan a are made to
conform to the more restrictive rules of Japanese
phonology. The algorithm described here Is able to
automatically acquire a knowledge base of these
phonological transformation rules, use them to
assess a student's proficiency, and then
appropriately Individualize the students'
Instruction.

1 IN1RODUCTION

Interest in Japanese language instruction has risen
dramatically in recent years, particularly for those Americans
engaged in technical disciplines. However, the Japanese
language is generally regarded as one of the most difficult
languages for English-speaking people to learn. While the
number of individuals studying Japanese is increasing there
remains an extremely high attrition rate, estimated by some to
be as high as 80% [7]. Much of this difficulty can be
associated with the Japanese writing system. Japanese text
consists of two distinct orthographies, a phonetic syllabary
known as kana and a set of logographic characters, originally
derived from the Chinese, known as kanji. The kana are
divided into two phonetically equivalent but graphically
distinct sets, katakana and hiragana, both consisting of 46
symbols and two diacritic marks denoting changes in
pronunciation. The katakana are used primarily for writing
words of foreign origin that have been adapted to the Japanese
phonetic system although they are also used for
onomatopoeia, colloquialisms, and emphasis. The hiragana
are used to write all inflectional endings and some types of
native Japanese words that are not currently represented by
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kanji. Due to the limited number of kana, their relatively low
visual complexity, and their systematic arrangement they do
not represent a significant barrier to the student of Japanese.
In fact, the relatively small effort required to learn katakana
yields significant returns to readers of technical Japanese due to
the high incidence of terms derived from English and
transliterated into katakana.

This work describes the development of a system that is
used to automatically acquire knowledge about how English
words are transliterated into katakana and then to use that
information in developing a model of a student's proficiency in
reading katakana. This model is used to guide the instruction
of the student using an intelligent tutoring system developed
previously [6,8]. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section II provides a brief introduction to the
katakana writing system and to the rules of Japanese
phonology. This is followed by the description of an
algorithm to automatically generate a katakana to English
dictionary from an arbitrary Japanese text and its English
translation. In section IV, the katakana to English dictionary
is used to develop a set of phonological rules that govern the
inverse transformation from Japanese phonetics, represented by
the katakana orthography, back to the original English
pronunciation. This set of rules is treated as the knowledge
base that the student must acquire in order to become
proficient at reading katakana. The failure to recognize words
that contain specific phonological rules is then used to build
the student model, which is described in section V. Finally,
the conclusions of this work are presented in the last section.

n.KATAKANA ANDJAPANESE PHONOLOGY

The Japanese lexicon contains an extremely large number of
words originating from foreign languages. Traditionally, these
Japanese loan words are characterized as either kango, literally
"Chinese word," which are of Chinese origin (also referred to
as Sino-Japanese words) or gairaigo, literally "foreign word,"
for words from any other country of origin. While the
proportion of Sino-Japanese words in the lexicon is extremely
large due to the profound cultural influence of China, words of
English origin have dominated the class of loan words since
the late 19th century. In a study of Japanese publications
performed between 1956 and 1964, over 80% of the gairaigo
originated from English [4]. This process of adopting English
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TABlEN
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TABlE ill
KATAKANA CHARACTERS ANDTIIEIRPHONETIC REPRFSENTAnON

INIPASYMBOIli: CONSONANT PLUStjaJ.tjut. or tjot

TABlE I
KATAKANA CHARACTERS ANDTIIEIRPHONETIC REPRFSENTAnON

INIPASYMBOLS: BASIC SYllABLES

7' -( .., .:r. *
/1/ N /UI Id 101
h "\' ? 7' :l

/'01 !CI /kJJI fuI fml

'1" :". A ~ Y
lsal 1Ji/ /suI IOIC/ hA>I
? + ''J ::;- l-
IW /lJi/ /UoJI /f# /toI

-r =. ~ ~ /
trW /nil /mJI /rIJ /001
J\ 1: 7 A" *IbaI /nil /fuI ~ fool
'7 ~ A ~ :c
/rMI /mil /mu/ /mel /mol

"'"
;L 3

/ja/ /ju/ /jol
'7 I) Iv t- 0

/rII /riI truI /rei /roI
'7
/wl/

TABlEll
KATAKANA ClLo\RACTERS ANDTIIEIRPHONETIC REPRFSENTAnON

INIPASYMBOIli: MODIFIED SYLLABlES

tI :¥ ~ ~ ;/

Ipi /gil IV}J/ 1ge1 Igol
~ :; x 1t 'I'
fLI/ Id;i/ fDJI f1# /zoI,. T '1' f }:

IdaJ Id;i/ fDJI Idtl Idol
J'\ I:" '/ "- ;f,
/'oil /oil 1'00I /btl Ibol
Jot ~ 7" ~ ;f(

!pal /pi/ /rAJ! /pt/ /pol

"\'.1 "\'!l :¥"'r :¥.1 :¥!1
/kju/ /kjo/ 19i1/ 19iu/ Igjo/

:"'.1 :"'9 :;'\" :;.1 :;9
IJ'u/ 11'01 Id;1/ Id;u/ Id;oI
+.1 +9
/lJ'u/ /11'01
='.1 ='9
/nju/ /njol I:"'\" 1:".1 1:"9

1:.1 1:9 /'ojl/ /'oju/ /'ojol
/hju/ /hjol ~'\" ~.1 ~9

~.1 ~ ;I /pjl/ /pju/ /pjol
/mju/ /mjol

!J.1 !J 9
/riu/ /riol

"\''''r
/kja/

:"''''r
11'1/

+"'r
/lJ'I/
=.'\"
/njl/

l::"'r
/hjl/
~'\"

/mjl/
!J'\"

/ril/

into the lexicon is particularly common for relatively new or
specialized termsarising in teehnicalliterature.

When adopting a word of foreign origin into Japanese, the
original pronunciation of that word is typically transliterated
into katakana which graphically represents all of the possible
phoneticsequencesin the Japanese language. It is this process
of modifying English phonetic sequences to conform to the
rules of Japanese phonology which presents English-speaking
readers of katakana with difficulty in identifying a words
meaning. This is due to the fact that the rules of Japanese
phonology are quite different from those of English. In
particular, Japanese has only five single vowels la i u e 01 in
contrast to the large number of vowels in English. These
vowels, when combined with the nine Japaneseconsonants /k
s t n h m j r wI constitute 44 of the 46 basic sounds in
Japanesewhichare traditionally organizedas shownin Table I.
This organizationis referred to as gozyuuoiizu, which literally
translatesas "table of fifty sounds," since all fifty soundswere
used at one point in time. The pronunciation of each katakana
character in the table is represented using the International
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols. In addition to these basic
pronunciations, certain katakana may be written with one of
two diacritic marks that modify their pronunciation(see Table
II). In particular, the four rows in Table I that correspond to
the consonants /k s t hI may be written with a symbol
consisting of two short parallel lines, known as nigori, which
results in a voiced version of these consonants, i.e. Ig z d b/.
The second diacriticmark is a small circle referred to as maru
whichwhen combined with the katakana in the /hirow results
in pronunciations which include the bilabial stop Ip/. The
katakana in the second column, i.e. those associated with the
vowelli/, may also be combined with any of the katakana in
the row associatedwith the consonantIj/ to produce additional
single syllable pronunciations. The second katakana in this
case is written slightly smaller in order to differentiate from a
two syllable sequence, as illustrated in Table III. Finally,
Japanese includes two moraic consonants, IQI the mora
obstruentand INI the mora nasal, whichare presentedin Table
IV.

From the above description of the katakana orthography, it
is clear that certain inherent limitations are imposed on
phonetic sequences in the Japanese language. In particular,
Japanesedoes not allow any consonantclustersexcept when a
consonant is followed by a glide or preceded by a moraic
consonant [10]. In addition,consonants may not appear at the
end of a sequence. These restrictions, together with the
limited numberof Japanese vowels, result in the vast majority
of phonological modifications which occur when
transliterating an English word into katakana. By the same
token, these resultingmodifications are the sourceof difficulty
for English-speaking readersof katakana.

It shouldalso be noted that there are additional difficulties to
comprehending katakana unrelated to the phonological
processes involved. In particular, while it is true that the vast
majority of loan words are created by the phonological
process, foreign borrowings may also be modifiedby changes
in form due to simplification, semantics, or Japanese coinage
[9]. For example, simplification frequently occurs with
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polysyllabic words such as "television" and "word processor"
which are shortened to the katokana words terebiand waapuro,
respectively. Changes in semantics have resulted in the
katakana word botanbeing used to designate a touch tone type
of telephone, whereas its phonetic origin is from the word
button. Examples of coinage which result from combinations
of existing loan words include maikaa (derived from my + car)
and maihoomu (derived from my + car) which refer to
privately owned cars and houses. All of these processes
contribute to a student's difficulty in achieving reading
proficiency in katakana, however, this work focuses on the
phonological modifications.

ill AKATAKANA TOENGllSH DlCITONARY

Due to the relatively specialized and technical nature of a
significant portion of the recently borrowed loan words,
comprehensive katakana to English dictionaries are not readily
available. Therefore, the first step in analyzing the phonetic
modifications which occur when English words are
transliterated into katakana is to develop an algorithm for
automatically generating a katakana to English dictionary from
Japanese text for which English translations are available.
Fortunately, many examples of Japanese technical literature
which contain significant amounts of katakana are available in
an electronic format, along with the English translation of the
document. The primary source for the development of the
katakana to English dictionary described here, is a set of 3,000
Japanese phrases from the telecommunications thesaurus
obtained courtesy of NTT (Nippon Telephone and Telegraph).
Of the 3,000 phrases, approximately one half of them contain
at least one example of a word written in katakana.

The katakana words in an electronic Japanese document are
easily identified by their unique values within the 1IS coding
system, the Japanese version of ASCII. The problem then
becomes one of identifying the English word from which the
katakana word was derived. Fortunately, there is typically a
sentence to sentence correspondence between Japanese text and
its English translation so that the number of possible English
candidate words is restricted to a single sentence. The first
step in identifying the corresponding English word or words, .
is to first convert the katakana sequence into roomaji, i.e., the
traditional English letters. While several variations of
transliterating katakana into English exist, the method used
here is known as the Hepburn system. A table of katakana to
English transliteration rules for the Hepburn system is
presented in Table V.

Once the Japanese katakana has been transliterated into
English characters, the process of correlating this text string
with the English text from which it originated can be simply
considered as a string pattern matching problem. Since the
transliterated katakanawill not typically match the spelling of
the English text from which it originated, an approximate
string matching algorithm based on dynamic programming is
employed [II]. Thus the katakana word that has been
transliterated into English ASCII characters is considered as
the pattern for which one would like to find the best

TABlE V
1HE MODIFIED HEPBURNROMANIZAnON SYSfEM

a i u e 0

ka ki ku ke ko
sa shi su se so
ta chi tsu te to
na ni nu ne no
ha hi hu he ho
lIB mi nu me rno
ya yu yo
ra ri nJ re ro
WI

ga gi gu ge go
za ji m ze zo
da ji m de do
ba bi bu be bo
pa pi pu pe po

kya kyo kyo
sha shu sho
cha chu cho
nya nyu nyo
hya hyu hyo
mya myu myo
rya ryu ryo
gya gyu gyo
ja ju jo

bya byu byo
pya pyu pyo

ii

approximate match in the corresponding English sentence.
Presumably, this should be the English word or words from
which the katakana was derived. Unfortunately, two factors
prevent this straightforward approach from performing
satisfactorily. The first is due to the fact that the original
transliteration from English to katakanaresults in a significant
change in pronunciation and the second is due to the highly
irregular spelling conventions in English. To compensate for
the first factor, two techniques are employed. The first is to
apply a set of possible spelling changes to the transliterated
katakana that attempt to account for some of the major
differences between Japanese and English phonology. These
possible spelling changes are listed in Table VI and roughly
correspond to the suggestions given to students of Japanese
when trying to decipher katakana [3]. The second technique
used to improve the pattern matching process is a nonuniform
weighting on the ASCII symbols, with more importance
placed on the matching of consonants. This is motivated by
the poor correspondence between the five vowel sounds in
Japanese with the numerous vowels in English, as well as by
the large variations in spelling.

With the modification of the approximate pattern matching
algorithm to include the consonant weighting and spelling
change rules, the katakana that appear in the sample of 1,500
telecommunications phrases can be matched to their correct
corresponding English translation with 90% accuracy. The
remaining errors are primarily a result of the irregularities in
English spelling. This effect can be removed by performing
the string matching based on the pronunciation of the strings
rather than their spelling. When both the katakana and the
English text are converted to strings of phonemes, the error
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TABLEVI
usr OFSPElllNG RULES USED AFI'ERTRANSUTERAnON OF

KATAKANA INTOENGUSHUSING THEHEPBURN SYSTEM
katakana English

m RUlE word origin

1 u -+ *1% _ (% I#) shisutemu system
2 o -+ *1 (d It) _ (% I#) doraiba driver

3 i -+ *1 (z 1%) _ (% I#) matchi match
4 howa -+ wh/_$ howaito white
5 (u Iuu) -+ w 1_$ UU1U wool
6 i-+y iesu yes
7 ee-+y$ eer« Yale
8 y-+*I_$ kyaburetaa carburetor

9 a -+ $r 1(00 I0 Ie I i) _ # hea hair

10 aa -+$r misutaa mister

11 a -+ $r 1_ # koiipyuta computer
12 oo-+$r pooku pork

13 s-+c/_e sero cello

14 s -+ th sumisu Smith
15 z-+j/_e zerii jelly
16 z-+th mazaa mother
17 j -+ (d Iz) ejison Edison
18 b-+v banira vanilla

19 h-+f haailsuto Far East
20 r-+l rengusu length
21 ts -+ (t I z) tsurii tree

The symbols "%", "$", and "#" represent consonant, vowel, and sequence
boundary, respectively.

rate is reduced to less than 0.1%.

IV.PHONETIC RULES FORKATAKANA CONVERSION

The katakana to English dictionary generated in the previous
section can now be used to determine the specific phonetic
changes that occur in English text when it is transliterated into
katakana. This section describes an algorithm for
automatically determining a set of rules that govern these
phonetic changes. The inputs into the algorithm are a string
of katakana and the English text from which it was derived.
These two inputs are then converted into IPA symbols using
Tables I thru IV for the katakana and the UNIX version of
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary [2] for the
English.

The phonological rules that are determined by the algorithm
presented here consist of three elements: a source phoneme, a
target phoneme, and conditions. The source phonemes are
those that are derived from the katakana string (since this is
the text that the student will be reading) and the target
phonemes are those that are derived from the English text.
The following notation, adapted from [5], is used to represent
a phonological rule:

where S is a phoneme of the source language, T is a phoneme

of the target language, and C1 and C2 are the pre-condition and
post-condition, respectively, that must be satisfied for S to be
replaced by T. The conditions Cl and C2 are either single
phonemes or phonological categories such as vowels,
consonants, etc.

Phonological rules of the type described above cannot be
directly generated from the IPA symbols of the raw input
strings because there is not a correspondence between the ith
phoneme of the source string and the ith phoneme of the target
string. This is primarily due to the different constraints on
consonant clusters in Japanese as compared to English. As
mentioned above, Japanese does not, in general, allow
consonant clusters whereas English allows initial consonant
clusters of two or three consonants, as in such words as "sky"
and "spray", and either two, three, or four fmal consonants, as
in "ask", "elks", and "glimpsed" [1]. To compensate for these
phonological differences, the sequence of IPA symbols for the
English text string is modified by inserting the symbol ".",
which has no pronunciation, between any consecutive
consonant phonemes and after sequences that end with a
consonant. This modification greatly improves the
correspondence between phoneme symbols in the katakana
string with the symbols in the English string. However, it
does create a difficulty with the mora nasal consonant cluster
that is allowed in Japanese. It has been observed that the mora
nasal INI when followed by a consonant corresponds to either
Iml, Inl, or Ifj/ followed by a consonant in English.
Therefore, in order to provide uniform treatment of these
consonant clusters, the symbol "." is also inserted into the
katakana phoneme sequence between the mora nasal and the
following consonant.

In addition to consonant clusters, one must also consider
how to deal with non-identical vowel sequences in order to
improve the correspondence between symbols in the source
string and the target string. In Japanese, it is not obvious
when to consider the second vowel of a sequence as a separate
syllable as opposed to the second half of a diphthong. This
creates a difficulty when trying to match the English vowels.
Therefore, the approach adopted here is that all consecutive
vowel sequences are treated as a single unit This is true even
if it is known that the English vowel sequence represents two
separate syllables. Therefore, after the appropriate
modification of the input strings by inserting "." symbols,
the strings are divided into units which consist of either a
single consonant, a sequence of vowels or semi-vowels, or the
symbol ".". If the number of partitions in the two strings are
equal, then a set of phonological rules is generated.

The algorithm described above can be summarized by the
following four steps:

(1) Convert the katakana input string and the English input
string into IPA symbols.

(2) Modify the English IPA string by inserting a"."
symbol between any consecutive consonant phonemes and
after a final consonant. Modify the Japanese IPA string by
inserting a "." symbol between the mora nasal INI and any
following consonant.

(3) Divide both symbol strings into partitions which
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TABlEW
llSTOF PHONOLOGICAL RULES mEATEDBYMATCHING TIIEIPAEQUIVALENTOFA KATAXANA WORD WITH1HATOFITS

ENGUSH ORIGIN

Rule Data Example
Probability Numberof

lap Eng (%) Occurrences IJ ~ IJ 'Tweed English word IPA(JAP) IPA(ENG)
• w 63 5 :"-;-:-'7- seauence !Jt-k(*)ensu sikwens
a ~ 36 156 ..:r of Y~/v digital did3itaru dId~t~1

a 8" 24 103 ::l:-,e.:z.-~ computer koNpju-ta kompjute-
a re 34 145 -t! 7 ~ 'Y 1 ceramic seramiQku soremlk
a- 8" 69 43 'lj" - "7 It- thermal sa-maru a8"ffi~1

b v 34 44 J~/v:1 valve barubu vrelv
d3 z 19 10 t"Y...;.. busy bid3i- blzi
e ~ 28 58 t:~.:z.;C:-''' document dokjumeNto dakjomont
h f 21 8 1:.:z.-X fuse hju-zu ljuz
i ~ 18 63 'lj"- t"7- service sa-bsu S8"v~

i I 48 165 vY7-~ resistor red3isuta rlzfste-
0 • 50 208 ~-;f{-t: keyboord ki-bo-do kibord(*)
0 ~ 20 81 -t!'>,:"g:-' session seQfoN sef~

0 a 15 64 7o-t!7- l process purosesu prases
r I 57 270 71 :-' line JaiN laIn
s a 4 11 v:-'1'7- length reNgusu leI)6
f s 47 33 :"7-TA system Jisutemu slstom
tf t 42 14 +.:z.-:1 tube UU-bu tjub
u ... 91 609 +:£.,>,1 check tfeQku tfek(*)

The following eight rulesaregenerated:

This process is illustrated in the following example, in which
the katakana word shisutemu is compared with the word
"system"fromwhichit was derived:

Note that the somewhatobvious rules in which a phoneme is
not changed are significant since the same phoneme may be
modified in a different context. Additional information
regarding the relativeprobability of occurrence for rules which

include either a single consonant, a consecutive sequence of
vowels and/orsemi-vowels, or the symbol".".

(4) If the number of partitions in the source string is equal
to that of target string, generate a phonological rule which
defines the transformation of a source partition into a target
partition.

V.SI1JDENT MODEL

haveidentical conditionsis also maintained.

The phonologicalrules determined in the previous section
are used to define the domain knowledge that a student must
acquire in order to become proficient in reading katakana.
Some examples of these rules resulting from processing the
1,500entries in the katakana to English telecommunications
dictionary are illustrated in Table VII. For each student that
uses the intelligent tutoring system, a database is maintained
which keeps informationon which of these rules the student
has mastered and which ones need further review. This
information is obtained both by passive monitoring of the
students requests for information while using the tutoring
system [6] as well as through active testing of the student.
The katakana words with which a student has difficulty are
analyzed to determine whichphonological rulesarepresentand
this is comparedto the rules which occur in katakana that are
easily comprehended. The tutoring system then attempts to
assist the student in acquiring the unfamiliar rules by
presenting lessonswhichincludekatakana that use theserules.

The following presents a simple illustration of how the
student model is formed by analyzing the responses of a
student who was tested for his katakana reading proficiency.
This particular student had no difficulty with the following
words:

-+ /f,i,s,u,t,e,m,uI
-+ /s,I,s,·,t,~,m,·/.

-+ /fisutemu/
-+ /sIs~rn/

f -+ s/#_i
i -+ 1/ t:»
s -+ s/i_u
u -+ • / s_t
t -+ t/u_e
e -+ ~/t_m

m-+ m/e_u
u -+ ... /m_#.

:"7-f-A
system
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which include the rules u -7 *, J -7 S, i -7 I, b -7 v, and
r -7 1. However, the student could not comprehend the
following katakana words:

shisutemu
bideo
totaru
tasuku

aasu
rengusu
saamaru

system
video
total
task

earth
length
thermal

engineers acquire a reading knowledge of technical Japanese.
To accomplish this goal an algorithm was first developed to
automatically generate a katakana to English dictionary from
raw Japanese text and its English translation. This dictionary
is then used as input into a second algorithm that is used to
generate the phonological rules that govern the
transformations that English words undergo when being
transliterated into katakana. These rules are used as the
domain knowledge base against which a students performance
is measured. This technique has proven very effective in
analyzing the difficulties which students encounter in
comprehendingkatakana.

which use the phonological transformation rules: u -7 *,
r -7 1 , and s -7 9. From analyzing these two sets of data,
the tutoring system is able to correctly identify that the rule
which the student has not mastered is the transformation
s -7 9. This is not particularly surprising since this is a
rather radical change in pronunciation which occurs relatively
infrequently (see Table VII). Indeed, this student is rather
typical in that he has acquired the relatively straightforward
rules such as u -7 * which occurs extremely frequently and is
one of the primary mechanisms for dealing with the disparity
in consonant clusters between English and Japanese.
Likewise, this student has no trouble with the simple
consonant substitutions b -7 V or r -7 1. Therefore, the
tutoring system would tailor the instruction of this student
with katakana words that contain the more obscure rules such
as s -7 9, hopefully being able to find occurrences in which
this is the only rule present in order to provide more
contextual information.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this work was the development of a model for
representing a student's proficiency in reading katakana. This
model is used to individualize the instruction of an intelligent
tutoring system that is designed to assist scientists and
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